Staying Ahead of
Impression Fraud
on Mobile Apps
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There is a truism that wherever the money goes, fraud will follow.
And indeed, in 2018, for the first time:

The majority of all digital ad spending
will be on mobile apps.*
With fraud rates ranging between 10-30% of spend, this represents
a nearly $40 billion problem in 2018 alone. But as digital spend
continues to flow from desktop to mobile web, and from mobile
web to mobile apps, how do we adapt?
In this ebook, we will discuss some of the unique challenges and
techniques for addressing fraud on mobile apps.

* Source: eMarketer, Sep, Oct, & Dec 2017
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Delivery vs.
performance

Within the world of mobile apps, however, not all fraud is created
equal.
While the goal of digital ad fraud is ultimately to steal payments
that brands make to web publishers, app owners, affiliates, or
intermediaries for influencing their users,
the main delineator between different types of nefarious ad activity
is how the ad was paid for.
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This eBook
focuses on bad
actors
committing
impression fraud
on mobile apps

Payment is made either in exchange for ad delivery or ad performance.

In the case of ad delivery, payment is in
exchange for an ad reaching a specific set
of users.

Ad delivery

Compensation is typically on the basis of
impressions (CPM, or cost per thousand
impressions).
Fraud committed in this environment is
called impression fraud.

In the case of ad performance,
payment is upon completion of a
specific action such as:
●
●
Ad performance

●
●

Clicks (CPC, or cost-per-click)
App installs (CPI, or
cost-per-install)
Leads (CPA, or cost-per-action)
Purchases (CPA, or
cost-per-action)

Fraud committed in this environment is
called performance fraud.
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Monetization of
mobile apps with
programmatic

In order to understand how an app developer can defraud the
system, it helps to understand how apps can earn money through
advertising in the first place.
To orchestrate digital media transactions at scale, most buyers and
sellers today leverage programmatic tools, which will account for
over 80% of mobile ad impression sales in 2018.*

* Source: eMarketer, Sep 2017
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Programmatic
technology helps
automate what
would otherwise
be quite an
onerous process
along the entire
route of
intermediaries,
from purchase to
delivery.

Seller
From the seller perspective, in order to tap into a pool of advertisers, app owners often
need to join forces with other apps and sell their inventory as part of an aggregate
supply source.

Supply
To facilitate this, apps integrate an ad serving software development kit (SDK) into their
code. The SDK gives their app the ability to send ad requests to a central source such as
a mobile ad network or a supply-side platform (SSP).

Multiple SSPs and DSPs connect to each other either natively or through third parties
known as exchanges, where impressions are bought and sold on either a delivery or
performance basis.

Brands leverage buy-side technology to tap into aggregate supply sources, helping
them buy more efficiently, extend reach, and leverage targeting data.

Demand

Demand, in turn, is aggregated through demand-side platforms (DSPs). Using DSPs,
advertisers can filter and bid on their desired supply based on parameters such as a
user’s browsing history or the genre of the app itself.

Buyer
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Growing revenue

Putting the appropriate pipes in place to manage the complexity of
monetization is the first step.
What comes next is focusing on how to actually grow revenue,
whether by honest or nefarious means.
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How honest app
owners boost
revenue

If apps are already monetizing through ads, there are essentially
three honest ways the owner can increase advertising revenue:

1

Get more users

2

Deliver more ads per user

3

Receive higher price per ad

Build a really great app that lots of people want to
download, thereby expanding the user base.

Change the user experience, where ads are
embedded in higher volume.

Collect useful data about users so that app owners
can demand a higher premium for their inventory.
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Fictional
Example:
Joe’s Groovy
Strobe Light App

The problem is, using these tactics successfully is hard work.

Let’s take an example.
Suppose Joe builds an
app called Joe’s
Groovy Strobe Light
App, and is hoping to
monetize it by selling
ad space.
To access a large
demand pool, he
installs an SDK and
opens his ad slots up
for bidding.

The problem is, he only has

5,000
users, and revenue has been
virtually non-existent.
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Fictional
Example:
Joe’s Groovy
Strobe Light App

1

In the hope of getting more users, he's added more
features and spent money on advertising.

2

He tried to increase the number of ads he shows
users, but saw that his uninstall rate was increasing.

3

And he wishes his impressions would fetch higher
prices, but the truth is, he doesn’t have a whole lot
of data about his users.
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Fictional
Example:
Joe’s Groovy
Strobe Light App

Joe could resign himself to the idea that his app might just be a
hobby. But he doesn’t like that idea, and is willing to do just about
anything to make a profit.
What if Joe could have his app artificially installed on dummy
devices?
Or what if he programmed his app to display ads even when it’s
closed? What if he could trick the SDK into serving ads that were
hidden from users, even in the background at all times their phones
were on?
More importantly, what if he could do all of that undetected? Joe
might even be able to quit his day job.
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Going rogue

Earning advertising revenue in legitimate ways is hard work. But by
employing criminal techniques, fraudsters can artificially boost their
profits.
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How do mobile
app impression
fraudsters boost
their revenues?

Fraudsters use a variety of techniques to artificially inflate ad
revenue. Although there are many types, ultimately they are all
intended to manipulate the same three levers:

1

their number of users,

2

the number of ads they can deliver to a given user,
and

3

the price they can demand per ad.
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Fraudsters
artificially
increase their
user base

1
Rather than getting real people to download their app onto their
own devices, some fraudsters have taken the approach of building
(or, more often, renting out) armies of fake devices known as device
farms.
Whether by using actual phones or device emulators, these devices
then download real or virtual copies of the owner’s app. The more
app copies they have running, of course, the more ad impressions
they can generate.
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Fraudsters
artificially crank
up ad
impressions

2
Cranking up ad impressions does not necessarily require device
farms. To increase ad impressions from an app’s existing user base,
the app can be programmed to request ads at a much higher rate
than it would under normal circumstances.
This type of fraud is known as mobile device hijacking because
apps “hijack” the legitimate devices they are installed on in order
to transform them into impression-generating machines. Other than
higher data usage and increased battery consumption, affected
users may hardly notice.
To avoid detection by the user, the majority of impressions will
actually be hidden from view. In fact, using device access
permissions (that most users never read before approving), the app
can even continue making ad requests in the background when
seemingly closed.
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Fraudsters
artificially inflate
ad prices

3
To increase CPMs, fraudsters must trick advertisers into thinking
their app is desirable, or that their app visitors are high-value users.
They can do this by providing fake data about real users, real data
about fake users, fake data about fake users, or even while
providing real data about real users. For example, an app owner
can trick the buyer into thinking the impression is being sent to a
more premium app, that the user is at an in-demand location, or
leverage mobile bots (on hijacked devices or farmed devices) to
simulate activities that create a desirable user profile.

Real users

Fake users

Real data

Device hijacking app
loading impressions
in the background of
user’s phones

Mobile botnet
sending legitimate
device and app
information

Fake data

Real device, where
App ID is spoofed

Device emulator with
spoofed location and
device ID
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Fraudsters
artificially inflate
ad prices

3
Brands, in turn, might wish to pay a premium to target or retarget
them on the basis of this data. Think, for a moment, about a retailer
that might want users who recently downloaded a shopping app,
visited the retailer’s mobile site, or even visited their store. Among
the activities a bot can perform, is to open the fraudster’s app itself
in order to generate more ad impressions.
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Avoiding
Detection

Committing fraud is the easy part – what separates the
professionals from the amateurs is their ability to evade detection.
(If Joe, in the earlier example, used these tactics effectively, the only
thing stopping his app from generating $50 million per day across
his 5,000 users is the certainty that he would get caught).
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How do mobile
app impression
fraudsters
avoid detection?

If manipulating these three
levers is Step 1, then
attempting to do so without

●

Spoof device
information

●

Spoof app
information

●

Spoof location
information

●

Hide in plain sight

●

Living in the gray

●

Play cat and mouse

getting caught is
Step 2.
To fool parties across the
delivery chain into thinking
their activities are legitimate,
fraudulent apps can:
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1

When fraudsters misrepresent device

Mobile device
spoofing

data to an advertiser or intermediary
If a mobile device is programmed to make artificial, high-frequency
ad requests, basic quality control efforts on the brand’s behalf may
discover that the same device, or set of devices, accounts for a
disproportionate volume of impressions.
In response, those devices would likely be added to a blacklist.
So what does a fraudster do that is trying to avoid detection?
They make it seem like there are more devices.

Using a technique called device spoofing, a rogue app fakes or
misrepresents the device information sent through the bid request.
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1

How does it work?

Mobile device
spoofing

When making a request for ad impressions, apps send a string of
information about the device to the demand source. This can be
unique identifiers such as a hardware ID (e.g. IMEI) or platform ID
(e.g. Android ID), or it can be non-unique identifiers such as the
device’s make, model, internet service provider, or IP address.
When bid requests contain this information:
Coming from a legitimate app, the device data would be accurate,
consistent, and remain stable over time for the same user.
Coming from a fraudulent app engaged in device spoofing, the
device data will be inaccurate, misrepresented, and possibly change
over time for the same user.
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2

When fraudsters misrepresent app data

App spoofing

to an advertiser or intermediary
Naturally, if quality control analysis uncovers device irregularities
and they all point back to the same mobile app, another easy fix is
to blacklist the app itself.
So what does a fraudster do who is trying to avoid having their app
blacklisted?
They make it seem like it’s not their app.

Using a technique called app spoofing, a rogue app fakes or
misrepresents the app information sent through the bid request. In
addition to hiding impressions to their own app, they can also use
this tactic to pose as a high-value app and boost CPMs.
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2
App spoofing

How does it work?

Similar to devices, when making a request for ad impressions, apps
send information about themselves to the demand source.
In addition to the app name, publisher, or domain, there is also a
unique ID used by each operating system to identify each app:
Android uses named “bundles” such as com.example.app, while
iOS uses numeric IDs.
In a bid request, a legitimate app will pass its own name and unique
app identifier.
A fraudulent app, on the other hand, will swap out the app
information it sends in order to evade detection.
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When fraudsters misrepresent location

Location
spoofing

data to an advertiser or intermediary
Another sure tip-off that fraud is occurring is when suspicious
location or geographic patterns emerge. It wouldn’t take long for a
media buyer to find out that it wasn’t mall-going millennials they
were targeting, but a bunch of pre-programmed devices running
out of a warehouse in Kyrgyzstan.
Thus, another technique fraudsters use to stay under the radar is
location spoofing, in which they intentionally misrepresent the
latitude and longitude in the bid string. Doing so not only has the
benefit of avoiding detection, but can also be pretty lucrative as
well: whether it’s to target or retarget someone on the basis of their
proximity to a certain city, venue, or retail location, advertisers will
bid higher prices for users that fit their desired geographic profile.
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When otherwise legitimate apps cheat

Hiding in plain
sight

Today’s self-regulating app ecosystem – with app store
certifications, visible download counts, and transparent ratings –
leads brands to put a lot of faith in apps that score well on these
metrics.
Apps that have been approved, installed many times, and given
stellar ratings can’t possibly be committing fraud, right?
The truth is that not all apps exhibit the same exact behavior for
every single user all the time. To boost revenue, apps can be
designed so that only a very small percentage of copies will commit
mobile device hijacking, or so that they jack up their ad request rate
only a very small percentage of the time.
Beyond that, apps can leverage affiliate networks to drive fake
installs and reviews for their apps in an attempt to appear more
desirable. In some cases the app developers themselves may not
know or may turn a blind eye to the fact that the users are fake.
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5
Living in the gray

When app owners bend, but don’t break
the rules
Some things are pretty cut and dry: if you’re leveraging device
farms, employing mobile bots, or hijacking people’s mobile phones
in order to boost revenue, you’re committing fraud.
But ad-generating behavior does not have to be so egregious for a
brand or intermediary to find it potentially objectionable.
For example, some apps pre-load content and ads even before a
user opens the app in order to streamline the user experience if or
when they do. Other apps refresh ads at a faster pace than normal,
intentionally place ads with low viewability, or pack a quick-scroll
feed with a disproportionate number ad placements. Is that fraud?
Thus, another way that app owners avoid detection is by occupying
a gray area for which they can always plead innocence.
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6
Cat and mouse

When fraudsters rely on the law of
numbers
Fortunately for fraudsters, since media transactions are
decentralized, being blacklisted by some brands or networks
doesn’t mean the game is over.
Not everyone is going to have the same caliber (or any) anti-fraud
filtering. Even if some brands blacklist an app, there are other
brands that do not. If a specific network blacklists an app, it can
plug into a different network. And if the official app stores blacklist
an app or even an entire developer, it’s easy to simply create a new
shell company and get back on the app store. In other cases, bad
actors can try getting users to install directly from the web.
Even in the face of detection efforts, fraudsters will likely continue
making some money. So what can be done?
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Winning the fight
against
impression fraud
on mobile apps

The only way to stop fraudsters is not to
not only stay one step in front of them,
but to race ahead of them.
Techniques that Forensiq Uses
Forensiq leverages a smart combination of dozens of heuristics,
advanced machine learning, and human oversight to stop
impression fraud on mobile apps and ensure maximize human
reach.
We can’t give away our secret sauce, but here are some of the
heuristics we look at:
●

Device profiles

●

Ad-serving behavior

●

Data consistency

●

Session fraud analysis
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Device Profiles

Legitimate apps generate impressions from legitimate devices, with
recognizably human behavior. For example, people consistently use
the same devices, with a traceable pattern of device history, at
sensible increments throughout the day.
Fraudulent apps, on the other hand, show anomalous impression
distribution and user behavior within the app. For example, the lack
of any pattern whatsoever, or patterns that substantially deviate
from what’s normal, might indicate intentional data manipulation.
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Ad-serving
patterns

Legitimate apps serve ads at a regular cadence, in normal
geographical distributions, at predictable times of the day when the
app is in use.
Impressions to fraudulent apps follow non-human patterns, which
may show disproportionate volume in non-targeted countries (e.g.
Eastern Europe) or strange hours of the day (e.g. 4 a.m.).
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Data consistency

The data points that legitimate apps pass from each device are
inherently consistent. For example, the right phone model is
matched with the right operating system.
Data points that fraudulent apps pass from each device, however,
are often inconsistent or missing.
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Session Fraud
Analysis

Legitimate apps represent themselves and the devices they wish to
serve ads to properly in a bid request, and that information can be
validated after the fact from an impression tracker.
Fraudulent apps represent themselves one way in order to receive
bids, but advanced session fraud detection at the time of
impression can reveal this manipulation.
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What’s Next?

These are just a few of the ways we can spot impression fraud on
mobile apps, but the fast-paced nature of digital ad fraud requires
continuous innovation to stay ahead.
While brands and intermediaries can protect themselves with fraud
detection technology, there is also room for the industry to unite in
reducing waste.
For example, ads.txt is an IAB initiative for desktop whereby
publishers can post a publicly accessible list of authorized sellers of
their inventory.
Extending such an initiative to the mobile app landscape is no
doubt more complicated, but not impossible. For example, neutral
bodies like the IAB or TAG could maintain such a registry. App
developers with a web presence could even host ads.txt for each
app they own on their web domain.
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Stay ahead

Whichever path the industry may take, we at Forensiq applaud all
initiatives to help mitigate fraud, expose bad actors, and bring
more transparency to digital advertising.
Ad fraud, however, will unfortunately never be eradicated, and
brands and intermediaries cannot rely on any one mechanism to
completely eliminate waste.
That’s why we’re in business - to work tirelessly to uncover new
schemes, protect your investment, and help you constantly stay one
step ahead.

About Forensiq
Forensiq is your digital armor. Sophisticated detection methods,
including machine-learning algorithms, identify and block fraud so
that you can eliminate costly, ineffectual marketing spend and keep
your ad inventory safe. At the same time, we know fraud is a
never-ending battle. Malicious actors never stop looking for new
ways to exploit your vulnerabilities. For this reason, our obsessed
team of data scientists continually innovates technologies and
strategies to protect your marketing investments.

Contact sales@impact.com to learn more!

